HANGAR ECHOES

The S-14 Gets Electric Start
By Jerry Mrazek
For almost 350 hours of total operating time on the engine, I
have been mostly satisfied with the fact that I had to pull the
engine through for starting. After having hurt my back last
year, I started to think about how I could reduce the wear and
tear on my body during the starting procedure on my engine.
I quickly learned just after I completed the airplane that I
couldn’t put enough energy into the pull of the starting cord
while I was seated in the cockpit. This meant that I had to
stand outside of the airplane to pull the start cord. The significance of this constraint is that it causes the person pulling the
cord to pull and twist his body with some intensity. It seemed
to me that a person might do damage to himself in the act of
trying to start the engine. In addition, the airplane has a tendency to roll once the engine starts and must be restrained.
This fact required that if the airplane were parked on pavement or some other smooth surface, it was necessary to have
at least one person to hold the airplane while the pilot climbed
into the cockpit. Once the pilot had his feet on the brakes, he
could control the tendency of the airplane to roll. When I first
started flying my RANS, I could push the airplane out of the
hangar and over to the edge of the concrete ramp and onto the
grass. The airplane didn’t tend to roll after the engine started

while it was sitting on the grass. During the last year, another
hangar has been built in the space where I used to put my airplane for starting. Also there are vehicles and sometimes other
airplanes parked on the ramp from time to time making it
inconvenient or impossible to move my airplane across the
ramp. In addition, when I would fly to one of our fly-ins, I
would have to get someone to be my human wheel chock until
I can get into the airplane and control the roll. All of this to
say, “I decided to install electric start in my RANS S-1.”
Having made the decision, I started researching the task.
There was an article in the September, 2003 issue of
Kitplanes magazine about the experience of another guy who
had made the same decision. I found this article to be interesting and it prepared me for some of the decisions and troubles I might face. He was modifying a Rotax engine as I was
about to do and there are modification kits available for the
electric start mod. I found the appropriate kit in my latest
California Power Systems catalog. The kit includes the ring
gear and two spacers that allow the ring gear to be properly
positioned relative to the mounting plane such that the starter
pinion will properly mesh with it. Apparently, the serial number of the engine (actually its age) determined which spacer
is the correct one and they sent both spacers just to have it
covered. Also included in the kit was a starter solenoid and a
sack of hardware (screws, nuts, connectors, etc.). There was
Continued on page 4
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Chapter 168 Information

By Michael Stephan

March 2nd Chapter Meeting
The March Chapter
meeting will be on
Tuesday March 2nd. It
will be held at the
Farmers Branch Library,
located on the northwest
corner of Webb Chapel
and Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will be
held in the auditorium
and will begin at 6:30
p.m. and finish by10:00.
The speaker for this
month is Trutak’s creator Jim Younkin. Jim is well known for his work with
autopilots. He is also an accomplished former of aluminum
aircraft parts. He will discuss his digital autopilots and if you
have any metal hammering questions, I’m sure he would love
to answer those as well. This is a special guest, and we hope
you join us.

March 6th Chapter Fly-In
The March 6th fly-in will be to North West Regional Airport
in north west Ft Worth. There is a new restaurant on the north
east part of the airport, and we will meet there for lunch. We
will gather at 11:00 a.m. Keep your fingers crossed and hope
for good weather, and we will see you there.

March 9 th Board of Directors Meeting
The March BOD meeting will be held on March 9th at the
Farmers Branch Manske Library at 7:00 PM. The minutes
from the February BOD meeting (recorded by Clay
Romeiser) are as follows:
Directors in attendance: John Phillips, Clay Romeiser, Sam
Cooper, Don Christensen, David Cheek, Monroe McDonald,
Michael Stephan, Jim Quinn, Bruce Fuller.
Upcoming Events:
• March 6 Flyin will be at Northwest Regional at the FBO on
the NE corner of the field starting at approximately 11:00.
• The March newsletter folding will be at Marvin Brott’s
house.
• The April regular meeting presentation will be by Superior
Air Parts, and a site visit will be arranged for the following Saturday.
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• The May regular meeting will feature a Wings program
about off-airport landings.
• We discussed the mailing that was sent to current EAA
national members in the immediate area to promote the
upcoming Jim Younkin meeting. This is an attempt to generate some new members for the chapter.
• Michael Stephan gave the treasurers report.

March 30th Newsletter Assembly
• The April issue of the Hangar Echoes will be assembled at
the home of Marvin and Pat Brott on March 30th starting at
7:00 PM. The live at 1102 Hills Creek Dr. in McKinney. If
you need directions you can reach them at 214-726-9117.
• No project to see, but plenty of good food and conversation. Come on out and fold a few.

Upcoming Local Events
• Mar 6 - EAA Chapter 1347 Monthly BBQ Lancaster, Texas
TIME: 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. Rain or Shine. NOTE:
Proceeds to aviation scholarships FFI: Lancaster (LNC)
361/228-9008 www.aya.org/southcentral
• Mar 27 Granbury, TX. Pancake Breakfast. Granbury
Municipal (GDJ), Contact: John Holt 817/570-8533
• Mar 27 FAA Aviation Wings Seminar: Aviation Medicals &
TFRs Hicks Airfield Fort Worth, Texas TIME: 9:00 a.m.-12
NOON FFI: Nancy Cullen 918/439-1649
• Mar 27 HAPA Landing Contest Hicks Airfield Fort
Worth, Texas TIME: 1:00 p.m. to??? FFI: Nancy Cullen
918/439-1649
• Apr
2-3
Dallas,
TX.
PROP
2004
http://www.turbineair.com/prop.html, Addison Airport
(ADS), Pilot’s Review of Proficiency (PROP) safety seminar programs are designed to enhance pilot decision-making. They feature presentations and discussions on aerodynamics, engine operations, maintenance test flights, emergency procedures, and more. Contact: Carol Cannon 972248-3108, dallas@turbineair.com
• Apr 3 Lockhart, TX. (Breakfast Taco Fly-In & Most
Unusual Chock Contest. Martin & Martin Aviation Lockhart Municipal Airport (50R). Starting at 10:30 am.
Scrambled egg breakfast tacos, contest and awards for most
unusual chocks and a game of coconut croquet for you
“competitive eggs.” Contact: Cheryl Burrier 512-3769608, Aeronca@mail.ev1.net
See page 4 for Upcoming National Events
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A Message from the President
By John Phillips
FUN TIMES A’COMIN
Spring about ready to spring - I hope. Snow on Saturday, into
the high 60s by Tuesday. Life in north Texas is about to be
good again. (I say this with more than a little trepidation —
there is no weather like springtime weather in north Texas).
This time of year I start getting the itch to leave the office
and play hooky. Having high-speed internet access at the
office does not help. I spend most of the day at my desk and
the computer is right there, waiting to show me all the places
I can go, and all I have to do is “click” the mouse — a tool
for good or evil as they say.
I start checking the weather forecasts about Tuesday or
Wednesday each week, wondering which direction to go on
Saturday and Sunday. Aside from wanting to be in the air
again, to have that wonderful fascinating sensation of moving
in 3 dimensions that you get in a whifferdill, to see clouds
from the top, my primary motivation for building “echo
poppa” was to be able to go places, not to get there, as I’ll
explain shortly, but just to go. Some people build airplanes
because they love the building. They finish one project and
start another. Others of us finish one project and fly it. We
have no plans to build another (but yes I do sometimes mention things I’d do differently if I were to build another). For
some travelers the trip is to be endured on the way to the destination. For others, myself included, the trip, the journey, the
travel, the actual physical movement through space is the
only reason for leaving home. I look forward to landing,
exploring a new place, trying a new restaurant, but the destination, no matter how fancy [and I’m not a fan of fancy
places] is mostly to be endured while I await the next departure. I am this way whether I’m driving or flying. I’m think
I’m just a vagabond at heart. If I hadn’t been “tamed” by marriage and children there’s no telling what I might have grown
up to be. I also love back roads and flying low. Interstates and
WOT at high altitude is for those folks who endure the journey on their way to the destination. For me, 2,000' with the
power pulled back and my head swiveling back and forth to
not miss anything on the ground is heaven. If I wasn’t terrified by the thought of a bird coming through the windscreen
and hitting me in the nose I’d be hedgehopping like the
Mustangs and Thunderbolts that Walter Cronkite narrated
across Europe on the Airpower TVseries years ago. It’s probably a good thing also that I’m older now and have to stop for
relief once in a while — otherwise I’d be in a airborne trance
till the tanks dried up and the fan stopped.
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Now, where was I — weather
looks pretty good for
Saturday — maybe we’ll go
to Beeville to see the new
FBO and have lunch —
maybe Port Aransas for a
walk on the beach and an oyster po-boy — maybe Lake
Murray for a hike around the
park before lunch — maybe Slaton to see their warbird collection — maybe to walk around the quaint old towns of
Nacogdoches or New Roads. But no matter, wherever we go
[I am incredibly fortunate, Emily’s as much a vagabond as I
am] the goin’ and the comin’ back are the most fun for me.
DON’T FORGET THE MARCH MEETING.
John Peyton and David Cheek have another dynamite speaker lined up for us, Jim Younkin, a true aviation legend. I could
write several columns about all that he’s accomplished and
would probably only be scratching the surface. Come and
hear from a master for yourself..
It’s also time to elect our new Board of Directors. As
announced last month, our nominees alphabetically are Don
Christiansen, Scott Christiansen, Sam Cooper, Bob Cullinan,
Bruce Fuller, Monroe McDonald, Jerry Mrazek, John Peyton,
Jim Quinn and Don Wilcox. Our Board members are unsung
heroes. They get no attention from EAA National — no certificates or pins for service. They just quietly go about the
business of providing a solid foundation for the Chapter. In
addition to the fun of the general monthly meetings, fly-ins
and newsletter gatherings, they also commit another Tuesday
evening each month to the business of the Chapter. They are
responsible for making and enforcing all our Chapter rules,
and for care of the Chapter assets. That may not seem like
much and I’ll grant it’s probably not as exciting as sitting on
the Board of a GE or Microsoft [and our Board isn’t paid as
well either], but it is a responsibility above and beyond the
norm. I encourage you to show your support and appreciation
for their efforts by turning out on March 2nd to vote, and to
thank them.
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The S-14 Gets Electric Start

Continued from page 1

also a cast cover plate that bolts on the
engine at the same place where the
recoil starter is normally mounted.
This cover plate also has a pad to
which the starter motor (also included
in the kit) is bolted. The starter motor
is already fitted with the pinion gear
and a Bendix mechanism that engages
the pinion to the ring gear when the
starter motor spins up. The recoil
starter assembly had to be removed to
install the electric start parts. These
parts (the recoil starter) add up to a surprising amount of
weight such that the total installation of the parts on the
engine for electric start only added 5 pounds to the weight of
the airplane. As it turned out, this part of the installation was
the easy part.
Next came the decisions about
where and how to mount the battery.
The first decision I made was about
what battery I would acquire. I was
interested in the Odyssey line of batteries because of their reported high
cranking current and deep cycle characteristics. I figured that these assets
would make them a good choice and a
couple of our chapter members had
already made this choice of battery so
I also had that history to lean on. I
finally selected the model PC 680 because of its amp-hour
capacity, weight and size. These are sealed lead-acid batteries
so are safe to use in an airplane environment although I
believe they were originally conceived for use in motor
cycles. Just like the guy in the Kitplanes article, I struggled
with where to mount my battery. I finally decided to mount it
on the welded steel tube structure just forward of the rudder
pedals. There appeared to be just enough space there for the
battery and access was easy by removing the nose cone of the
airplane. At first I thought of constructing the entire battery
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box but later decided to buy part of it.
I found a supplier in California who
had a cover that would adequately
restrain the battery and the cover was
already powder coated and it was
designed for the specific battery that I
had bought. This decision left me with
the task of designing and building a
base for the battery and some brackets
to hold the base to the welded tube
structure. I measured the diameter of
the welded tubes and then designed a
J-nut that would fit around the tube and allow a standard 1032 flat head screw to tie the base to the welded tubes. I made
these J-nuts from 0.25” aluminum plate stock I had in my
shop and milled the “J” shape on my mill-drill. I made six of
these J-nuts and countersunk the holes
in the top of the base to result in a
smooth upper surface for the battery
to rest on. I then drilled mating holes
in the base to match those in the purchased cover and I had what I needed
to mount the battery.
I may have overkilled the power
cable size by using #6 wire. I didn’t
want significant voltage drop and I
wasn’t sure what the current draw
would be during starting. Anyway,
that is what I used. I didn’t have a tool
for crimping the terminals on this size wire but thankfully
Michael Stephan came to the rescue. He has at least two of
every tool ever manufactured. The battery assembly weighs
about 16 pounds (15.4 pounds for the battery and the rest for
the hold-down hardware.).
I struggled with where to mount the start switch and
finally decided that I could put it on the instrument panel just
above the two ignition switches. This is a convenient location
to reach and to connect electrically. I was especially gratified
to find that when I pressed the start button on the instrument
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panel
the
s t a r t e r
engaged and
the engine
started just
like it was
supposed to.
The weather
was pretty
ratty the day
that I got it
all together
so I just taxied around a bit so I could check that nothing
vibrated loose. Everything worked great and I have really
enjoyed this new facility. The c.g. of the airplane was not
moved significantly because the starter motor assembly is aft
of the c.g. and the battery assembly is forward of the c.g.. The
airplane flies just as great as it did before with considerably
less strain on my back.

Upcoming National Events
• Apr 13-19 Sun ’n Fun Fly-In Lakeland, FLORIDA FFI:
Sun Ôn Fun Fly-In, Inc. 863/644-243. www.sun-n-fun.org
• May 14-15 EAA Southwest Regional Fly-In New
Braunfels Municipal Airport New Braunfels, Texas FFI:
www.swrfi.org
• Jul 27- Aug 2 Experimental Aircraft Assn. Inc. 52nd Air
Venture, Oshkosh ’04 Oshkosh, WISCONSIN SITE:
Wittman Regional Airport, Oshkosh, Wisconsin FFI: Dick
Knapinski, EAA 920/426-6523. www.airventure.org

Interesting News Items
By Marvin Brott
The following are a number of news items that you might be
interested in. Some of the items were lifted from Doug
Reeves' web site www.vansaircraft.net.
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AWOS On The Phone
A new service called “anyAWOS” provides to you weather
information from any automated weather reporting station or
airport that has a public telephone number. It is available 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. Call 877-269-2967 or log on to
www.anyAWOS.com for more detailed information. You will
be asked for the three character airport identifier, which will
then connect you to that airport where you are able to obtain
current weather conditions, etc. Just call 877 ANY AWOS.
It’s a great time saver
Entire USA VFR Sectionals Online /
Nearby AirportLocator:
Now this is a pretty neat flight planning tool. Go to www.aviationtoolbox.org/old/nearby_airports and enter your desired
city/state and hit enter. You will get a compilation of the nearest airports based on the number of miles you entered from
the city. For each airport listed, click on AM and an actual
image of the airport from space appears.While on the page
with the airports listed, look for “sectional” and click on it.
This link will take you to a compilation of the entire country
on sectionals, and then you can drill down to a particular area.
This sectional page is a lot of fun to play with. There are
enough links (satellite photos, car rental links, etc) to keep
you busy all day. It’s worth some time to explore this site. It’s
really cool.
More Weather Maps
Doug Reeves has added to the Van’s Air Force weather page
a new link, “http://www.vansairforce.net/weather.htm.” I
found this weather information to be some of the best. Check
it out.
Watch For Those TFRs:
Bookmark this link so you can get a listing of the current
TFRs
and
a
picture
of
where
they
are.
http://tfr.faa.gov/TFR/jsp/list.jsp
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Mark/Pete Rowe’s
RV-8 Made the
Cover of Sport
Aviation
The latest Sport
Aviation has an
excellent article by
Jack Cox on Mark
and Pete Rowe’s
turbocharged RV-8.
This beautiful airplane lives at Eagle’s Nest in Midloathian.
Rod and Mike
Johannsen Make
First Flight in PA12 Super Cruiser:
After seven years of
hard work, the
Johannsens
took
their
completely
restored
Super
Cruiser for its first
flight this month. Mike is working on an article for the
newsletter detailing the trials and tribulations of restoring a
certified airplane. I guarantee you it will be interesting reading.
XM Satellite Radio:
Danny King of RV
8 Beautiful Doll
fame is trying out
the following XM
Satellite Radio. No
commercials,
dozens of channels
and only $7 a
month (if you pay a
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year at a time). He is setting it up where he can transfer it
from his truck to his plane. He is working with the $119
Delphi XM Roady, a complete XM Radio system for the car
in one simple package. Check Van's Air Force web site for a
future evaluation.
Hidden Valley Airpark: A
pilot’s paradise
Our very own Howard
Walrath got his RV 6A and
home on the cover of GA
News’ February 6th issue.
Howard has received a lot
of good press for Hidden
Valley Airpark. The title
for the article by Meg
Godlewski on Hidden
Valley was, “As Close To
Heaven On Earth As You
Can Get.”

Jim Younkin
By Michael Stephan
If you are not familiar with Jim Younkin, he is an individual
who has set the pace for autopilots for aircraft. He was the
sole designer for the Century III autopilot while working for
Mitchell Industries and currently holds many autopilot
patents. While in retirement, Jim became an artist in the
forming of compound curvature aluminum aircraft parts. He
is also known for the creation of the air racing replicas, the
Travelair Mystery Ship, and Mr. Mulligan, as well as the
super Stearman “Goliath,” the Mystery Pacer, and more
recently the Mullicoupes, all built during his retirement.
After retiring and taking time away from the autopilot
world, Younkin, with the help of Chuck Bilbe, a brilliant
software engineer, is now well underway to setting the aviation world on fire once again with a series of autopilots
from Trutrak Flight Systems. Younkin’s new creations use
solid state gyros, with software solutions, and stepper
motors for moving the control surfaces to create a refined
and high performance auto pilot. Not interested in jumping
through the expensive and lengthy FAA hoops, they decided that these units will not be certified and therefore will
only be available to the homebuilt market, which is growing by leaps and bounds.
Recently, Trutrak Flight Systems has developed a few
more products. The first is a replacement for the Digiflight
100 and 200 series, which fit in a rectangular hole. The
Digitrak replaces the single axis Digiflight 100, and the new
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Digiflight II will replace the
Digiflight 200 units. Both
units fit into a round 2 1/4”
instrument
hole.
The
Digitrak sells for $1795 and
the Digiflight II starts at
$3850. Both units are great
performers and only require
input from a GPS source (via
RS-232) to track a GPS
course. All the units utilize internal magnetic heading if GPS
data is unavailable.
If you want a way to add altitude hold to your airplane,
the Altrak is a simple way to do that. It consists of a small
controller box with a static port input, the servo and a switch
that mounts on the instrument panel to engage the system.
The switch is wired to the controller box, which can be
mounted anywhere, and the controller wired to the servo.
Once installed, a simple push of the “Alt Hold” switch will
allow you to hold altitude to within 10-20 feet. Those who
have installed the system say it is amazing. For $250 you can
add trim sensing to this system, which lets the pilot know that
the airplane is out of trim. This option is available on all
Trutrak units that have altitude hold.
The most recent new product is a new version of the
Digitrak, which can drive the
Navaid servos. That makes it a
direct replacement for the
Navaid controller. Without
having to remove the Navaid
servo, the Trutrak head slips
into the hole that the old
Navaid gyro controller occupied. This changes that
mechanical system to a digital gyro system. The price for this
system is $845. Don Christiansen has been testing this product for some time in his RV-8, and says it works great. I doubt
he will go back to the Navaid controller.
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If you are not sure which system to buy, that is not a problem.
If you buy a single-servo system and decide to expand the
installation later, you will only pay the difference in system
price. Any unit may be exchanged at any time for one with
more features, for the difference in published price at the
time of exchange. If you want to know more about these systems you can find it at www.trutrakflightsystems.com.

Ralph Capen’s RV-6A
By Michael Stephan
Folding the newsletter lately has been an obstacle to finishing my RV project. No, it is not the time spent away from
building, but instead it is all the ideas I see on other people’s
airplanes that results in changes on mine. It is the cause of
quite a bit of rework. Last month, the project was Ralph
Capen’s RV-6A. The newsletter crew traveled to fold the
newsletters and visit with Ralph and Alane Capen, and we
had a great time there again.
The last time we visited Ralph, he had been working
mostly on the airframe. The fuselage was well underway with
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the wings and tail
finished. Ralph did
a great job assembling the kit, but
now it was time for
all those decisions
concerning engine
and
instrument
panel. Ralph decided to do a full IFR
panel and to say
full is an understatement. He is
assembling a most
impressive panel.
He designed the
instrument panel to
be easily removable, which will make maintenance easier. It is a very nice
and neatly organized system of wires, instruments and avionics. There is no way my wiring harnesses will ever be that
organized, and that is one thing I wish not to rework.
What also caught my eye was the Gretz electric trim
servo conversion that Ralph installed. This was first designed
to convert RVs with manual trim cables attached to the trim
tab to RVs with the Ray Allen Mac servo running the trim tab.
Instead of putting the servo in the elevator, as in Van’s design,
the Gretz system puts the servo on the aft deck under the vertical stabilizer and runs a short push/pull cable out to the trim
tab. The nice thing about this system is it saves weight in the
elevator, which has to be balanced out with lead. The Gretz
system also does not require running wires through the horizontal stabilizer and into the elevator. Also, if the servo is to
be removed for service, some form of disconnect has to be
made that can fit through the small hole that is made in the
rear spar of the horizontal stab. I looked at several connectors, and when I saw the Gretz servo on Ralph’s airplane, I
thought, now that is a nice solution. One caveat to remember
is the installation of a new feature always looks easy when it
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is already installed
on someone else’s
project.
Now that the
wiring details are
just about finished,
it will be time for
the firewall forward install. Given
what he has done
so far, I’m sure it will not be a problem for Ralph.
On behalf of the Chapter, we thank Ralph and Alane for
being so kind to welcome us into their home. They are great
hosts. Also, the RV-6A is well under way and getting closer
to making its first flight soon. As for me, it is time to go do
some rework.

Alphabet Soup: ELTs, PLBs and EPIRBs
By Michael Stephan
Recently, there has been chatter around concerning ELTs,
PLBs, and EPIRBs, and someday at your favorite fly-in some
“Joe-Know-It-All” will start throwing these terms around
telling you that you need to throw away your ELT.So, this is
my attempt to clarify these terms and explain what they are,
where they came from and what they do.Then you can smile
at Joe knowing you are smarter than the average bear.DISCLAIMER: I am no expert.I just play one in the newsletter.
ELTs (Emergency
Locator Transmitters)
have been in airplanes for decades,
originally used by the
military to locate
downed pilots.After a
plane carrying a
Congressman went
down in Alaska and
could not be found, the FAA started mandating that all aircraft carry ELTs.They are attached to the airframe and are
activated either through an excessive G-Force, like that of a
hard impact/crash, or manually through a switch attached to
the unit.They transmit a sweeping sound on the 121.5/243
MHz frequencies.The low altitude and geostationary CospasSarsat satellites then pick up that signal.Cospas-Sarsat is the
international organization that operates a series of satellites
for search and rescue.Once the beacon has been verified (not
a false alert), then search and rescue is dispatched to triangulate and locate the beacon.Finding the beacon is a very time
consuming process, which is important when time is so criti-
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cal.ELTs have gotten smarter and some are able to transmit
recorded voice data that could aid in the identification of the
aircraft.If your aircraft can carry more than one person, the
ELT is a required piece of equipment.
PLBs (Personal Locator Beacons) are a
more recent product here in the US.They
are portable units that can be carried and
must be manually activated in case of
emergency.Hikers, skiers, hunters, and
others whose travels bring them in harm’s
way are users of PLBs.They have been
tested in Alaska since 1994 and in July of
last year have been available to those in the
lower 48.They transmit on 406 MHz and
are received by the Cospas-Sarsat satellites.They also transmit a weaker (25 milliwatt) signal on
121.5 MHz for local search and rescue to home in on.All
PLBs must be registered with the NOAA (National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration) who maintain the database
for 406 MHz emergency beacons in the U.S.When the beacon
is activated it transmits the identification of the beacon and
when referenced against the registration database can quickly determine the owner of the PLB.A quick call is made to the
emergency number given on the registration and an actual
emergency can be quickly verified. More expensive units
incorporate a GPS chip, or can be hooked up to a regular GPS
receiver, to provide location to within a couple hundred feet,
providing an accurate alert within a few minutes and almost
instant deployment of search
and rescue.PLBs cost the
least of all 406 MHz beacons.
EPIRBs
(Emergency
Position Indicating Radio
Beacon) come from the maritime industry.They are more
expensive and are required to
float, which is how they can
be activated.They can be
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activated manually, or when fixed in a mount on the external
structure and upon the sinking of the ship, will float out of
their mount and trigger the beacon.They transmit on 406
MHz and are also required to be registered with the
NOAA.Similar to PLBs, these will transmit an identifier and
GPS coordinates are also an option on some models.They are
required to have a longer transmit life than PLBs (larger
internal battery).Since it is strictly for maritime use, the Coast
Guard is used as the search and rescue resource instead of the
Air Force Rescue Coordination Center (AFRCC), which is
used for the PLB and ELT.

There are differences in the use of the two frequencies 121.5
MHZ and 406 MHz.The 406 Mhz units transmit at 5.0 watts
compared to the .1 watts that the 121.5 MHz units
use.Detection time is the same for both frequencies, but with
the registration data that is transmitted by the 406 MHz units,
search and rescue can be dispatched quicker.The 121.5 MHz
ELT’s signal is anonymous and must be verified before
launching search and rescue.Finding the location of the beacon is also better on the 406 MHz units.The location of the
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406 MHz beacons can be pinpointed to within 1-3 nautical
mile accuracy on average. The position is calculated by
Doppler shift analysis, and is available on the first satellite
pass. ELTs (121.5 MHz) can be pinpointed to within 12-15
nautical mile accuracy on average. Position is calculated by
Doppler shift analysis and requires a minimum of two satellite passes. With the addition of GPS coordinates the 406
MHz units can reduce the search field to 300 feet.Since the
406 MHz frequency is a superior solution, Cospas-Sarsat will
be phasing out the 121.5 MHz frequency detection.On Feb 1,
2009, the 121.5 MHz frequency will be shut down.
So, before you throw out your ELT, remember that it is
a required piece of equipment for aircraft that can carry more
than one person.You may also wish to add a PLB for emergency situations.ELTs are being built that
transmit on the 406 MHz frequency and
require registration.Aircraft Spruce has a
model that they are selling for
$1457.And, as you can see the 406 MHz
beacons
are
in
general
more
expensive.The prices of PLBs are coming
down and begin at about $500.
I hope this information helps you
combat Joe-Know-It-All (JKIA).

Sacrifice One Toy For Another
By Mel Asberry
Sometimes those of us living on a tight
budget are forced to juggle our hobbies. So,
I am forced to sell a guitar to help pay for my
new prop. This is a like new Fender
Standard Telecaster with hard-shell case.
Best price I’ve found on the internet is $350
for the guitar plus $65 for the case. I would
like to get $300 for the total package. See the
ad in the back of the newsletter for more
information.
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Ken Nordman’s RV-6A Project
By Michael Stephan
Back
in
January at
the Chapter
Fly-in
to
what was
formerly
c a l l e d
Redbird
Airport,
several of us
got a chance
to look at
Ken Nordman’s RV-6A project that is being built in one of the
hangars there. Ken has a flying RV-6A at Lancaster that he
purchased and has been flying for several years. The last time
I saw the project -6A it was in Ken’s workshop ready to have
the fuselage skins riveted on. Now it is ready for the engine
and the finishing details. It had an engine on it at one time,
but the flying RV-6A required it to stay in the air. So, Ken
removed the project’s engine and put it on his other plane.
That explains the tentacles that are hanging forward of the
firewall. Most of the electrical system is in place. So,
progress is coming along. I don’t think it will be too long
before Ken
has this airplane ready
for its first
flight. We
appreciate
Ken giving
us
his
Saturday
morning
showing the
fly-in attendees his RV.
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For Sale Services, Parts and Other:
Fender Telecaster like new guitar with new hardshell case.
$300 This is aircraft related in that it will help me pay for my
new prop! Mel Asberry 972-995-0372 (daytime) 972-7847544 (evenings)
Acro Sport II Two-seater aerobatic biplane project.
Plansbuilt to 70%. Wonderful craftsmanship. Tom Davies
972-243-8667 • artguytom@sbcglobal.net
AVMAP EKP NT II GPS, huge 6 3/8" diagonal screen, very
good sunlight viewing, HSI, Moving map, Down to a _ mi.
scale, monochrome (not color), strap to leg or mount, 2yrs
old, carry case. $800 contact Bill Pappas 214-956 9444,
bspappas1@earthlink.net.
Parting out Glasair, instrument panel and fire wall forward
minus engine. Lots of parts to comlete Glasair. Call Tim
Thompson 972 347 2025
Aluminum Sheet, 20 pieces available, .025" X 48" X 144",
7075 T6 alloy, 17.28 lbs per sheet, $75.00/sheet Contact Don
Drake, 214-352-1028 home, 214-693-7368 cell,
donjo4@swbell.net
Vacuum gauge, 1", new in original packaging. Cost $80, sell

$50. George Kilishek 972-250-2906/aeronut58@hotmail.com.
Airborne Vacuum Pump Model 241CC - 0 hours since
complete rebuild with new parts. This vacuum pump is a
heavy duty unit designed for aircraft with a vacuum driven
auto pilot. If you want a vacuum pump with some extra muscle that will fit and run from a standard vacuum pump drive
pad this one will do the job. Original cost of rebuilt pump$460.00, will sell for $275.00. Call Haden Cowdrey, home
214-528-4587, cell 214-478-6297.
Apollo 618 Loran w/tray & antenna $200; Collins VIR 351
nav unit (working well when removed) $400; noise cancelling headset, mike inop, $35.
Call Harry Gresham, 214 348 2772; cell 214 289 313;
Fax 214 348 6565; hgresh@juno.com
RV-8 Empennage kit: only 5% completed; tools also; taking
offers.
Call Call John Rollow at 972/503-3611 or e-mail at
neck101@earthlink.net
Garmin 195 handheld GPS: like new, yoke mount, Ext Ant,
Soft Case, Battery Pack, $450
Call Richard Robbins (972) 226-6699
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or
media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc. does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone. Any
event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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Experimental Aircraft Association
Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168

DALLAS CHAPTER 168 MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/RENEWAL FORM

❏
❏
❏

Name
Copilot (spouse, friend, other)
Address 1 (or business name)
Address 2
Membership dues for EAA Dallas
City
State
Zip
Chapter 168 are $20.00 for one year.
Phone homework
Name tags are available for $7.00.
e-mail address
Make checks payable to:
EAA # (168 membership requires National EAA membership)
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Pilot/A&P Ratings
EAA office (past or present) or additional notes
Mail Application to:
New Member
Renewal
Info Change

Mapsco

EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
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P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086
National EAA membership:
(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
Fax (920) 426-6761
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Fly-ins ❏ Programs ❏
Newsletter ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Young Eagles ❏ Officer Position
Plane or project (% complete) or interests
(Example) Thunder Mustang
(Example) RV-6
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%
%
%
%
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